Use of the Revised Non-Regular Time Report (CHIT)

Purpose

The Non-Regular Time Report chit allows for the timely posting by Fiscal of time taken off (sick, personal necessity, vacation, time off, etc.) to the City's attendance report (payroll) and the posting of overtime and comp-time earned. This chit provides the employee with the opportunity to retain a "hard copy" of their requests for their personal record.

The chit is a three-part NCR form (white, pink and canary) and is to be used anytime an employee takes time off, including time off scheduled on the monthly projections (Speedshift). It will also be used for paid overtime, comp-time earned, schedule changes, "B" days, travel/training and donation to or use of the Police Officer Association’s comp-bank. The chit provides verification that time has been taken or earned, by requiring both the employee and supervisor to sign it, and provides the employee with a written copy of their request.
Procedures

An employee requesting time off or overtime/comp-time earned shall complete the required sections of the chit. When the chit is completed the employee may retain the pink copy for their personal record and submit the white and canary copies to their immediate supervisor for approval. Please note that the submission of the chit does not necessarily mean that it will automatically be approved. When the chit is approved the white and canary copies shall be immediately sent to the Fiscal Office.

I. Overtime/Comp-Time Requested

When an employee earns overtime or comp-time he or she is to complete the required sections of the chit. The employee may retain the pink copy of the chit for their records at this time. The chit is then submitted to the manager who has the authority to approve that division’s overtime or comp-time. When the chit is approved the white (when signed by the employee) or the canary copy (if the employee is unavailable) shall be sent immediately to Fiscal.

1. Fill out name, badge no., beginning & thru date
2. Check the type of time earned
II. Scheduled Time Off

Scheduled time off is projected on the monthly schedule (Speedshift). These requests are normally initiated by use of a memorandum to the employee's immediate supervisor. The submission of a chit will eliminate the need for a memo. These chits may be held until the sections monthly schedules are completed. At that time the chits are to be immediately forwarded to the Fiscal Office.

III. Called In Requests

1. Fill out name, badge no., beginning & thru date
2. Check the type of time being taken
3. Enter a description for time taken
4. Employee's signature
5. Lt. /Mgr. /Supervisor approval and number of hours away from work (excluding normal days off)
In the event an employee is unable to complete the chit in advance, (due to illness, personal necessity, etc.) the chit shall be completed by the person receiving the call. The chit is given to the employee's supervisor for approval. The supervisor forwards the canary (second) copy of the chit to the Fiscal Office immediately for posting. This copy will be placed in a "tickler file" until the white copy of the chit is received. The white and pink copies are held until the employee returns to work. When the employee returns to work it is the employee's supervisor's responsibility to have the employee verify the description of the absence and type of time that was taken, sign the chit, and immediately forward the white copy to the Fiscal Office. The remaining pink copy is for the employee's records.

**Note:** All PN chits must provide a specific description as to the reason for requesting PN in accordance with the employee's current MOU, though no medical condition should be asked for or described on the chit. All PN chits must be approved by a Manager.

---

1. Fill out name, badge no., beginning & thru date
2. Check the type of time being taken
3. Enter a description for time taken
4. Person receiving called in request information
5. Lt./Mgr./Supervisor approval and number of hours away from work

**When Employee Returns to Work**
6. Employee verifies information on chit and signs chit

IV. Consecutive Days Off

In the event a single request for time off is for multiple consecutive days off, only a single chit is needed. The dates used on the chit are inclusive, from the first day off through the last day off.

As an example, if the dates “3/29/93 thru 4/2/93” appear on the chit, it is interpreted as being absent from work beginning 3/29/93 through and including 4/2/93, and the employee will return to work on 4/3/93, unless this is his or her normal day off. If an employee has "normally scheduled" days off that fall within that time period, he or she is to note those days in the description portion of the chit. The total hours being requested are the "net"hours absent, excluding the "normally scheduled" days off. A two week vacation may be for 80 hours (10 working days) even though employee may not return to work for 14 actual days, (including normal days off).

V. Combining Various Types of Time Used

A single chit may be used if an employee is combining various types of time off. As an example, an absence of 80 hours which includes 40 hours of vacation, 24 hours of holiday and 16 hours of comp-time will only require one chit to be completed. Just check the appropriate boxes and note the breakdown of hours in the description portion of the chit.

VI. Authorized Increments for Time Used

The minimum increment for time used is as follows: Holidays 1/2-hour increments, Non-POA full-day increments, and Comp-time 1/2-hour increments.

Summary

The Non-Regular Time Report (CHIT) provides an efficient means to account for an employee's time off, and overtime/comp-time earned. It eliminates the need for multiple chits when consecutive days off are taken and/or multiple types of time are used. It provides verification, by the employee, of his or her request and offers a "hard copy" for their personal records. The chit provides documentation for all time off including time that is projected on the monthly schedule.

Questions concerning the use of the (CHIT) should be directed to the Fiscal Office.
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